Leave a memory...
Leave a memory...
“It makes me want to cry having to leave this place where I have lived amazing experiences, but immediately, it becomes impossible because I start to remember how happy and joyful they made me, and how they have marked me for life.”

- Felipe Alberto Corral Montoya
  Summer College Student
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Balch’s Casino Night
of July
Talent Show
A Night with the Stars
Donlon’s Toga Party
Summer College Staff

Staff (in no particular order): Karli, Mimi, Alex, Tabea, Troy, Faaiza, Ashley, Bridget, Courtney, Rosemary, Melissa, Katie, Yi, Dan, Bob, Stephanie, Joy, Melanie, Naomi, Casey, Ally, Ann, Dom, Jesus, Asher, Grace, Didi, Christy M., Sitara, Will, Blayne, Jeff, Paul, Bill, Jenny, Dani, Wolf, Cristy S., Kinsley, Emily, Riley, Josh, Shaniqua, Hannah, Tia, Cassie, Kwame, Kevin, Bahareh and Jose (not there)

Yearbook Staff

In Picture (from top to bottom): Chiazam, Jose (PA), Grace, and Lauren.

Not in Picture: Will and Joseph
Niagara Falls Trip
Risley's Yule Ball
Leave a memory...
“I would found an institution where any person can find instruction in any study.”

-Ezra Cornell